
Red Wine

1	 SAINT	LAURENT,	CÔTES	DU	RHÔNE	 £17.95
 France

Deep in colour, showing plenty of dark peppery fruit and a decent grip in the mouth.

2	 CHINON	MARCEL	MARTIN	LES	BERNIERES,	CABERNET	FRANC	 £15.95
 France

A mid to light-bodied red that has damson and plum fruit with just a hint of leafiness.

3	 FLEURIE	CHATEAU	DE	L’ABBAYE,	GAMAY	 £18.95
 France

A lightish-bodied and delicately tannic red that has just a touch of dark fruit.

4	 DOMAINE	DU	PÈRE	PAPE,	CHÂTEAUNEUF	DU	PAPE	 £29.95
 France

A deep, rich, concentrated wine with a fine flavour and a warm, satisfying finish.

5	 MEZZACORONA	TRENTINO,	MERLOT	 £18.95
 Italy

Scented on the nose, with plenty of black fruit in evidence. Mid-bodied and fruity with soft approachable tannins.

6	 CANTINA	TERRE	DE	BAROLO,	BAROLO	 £24.95
 Italy

This brick-red wine has a complex, woody nose, with a lingering flavour of liquorice on the palate.

7 CHIANTI	CLASSICO,	ANFORIO £22.95
 Tuscany, Italy

The nose is mellow and shows stewed fruit aromas; the palate is mid bodied with some dry tannins.

8 MARQUÉS	DE	ALFAMEN,	GARNACHA	SHIRAZ £16.95
 Spain

Juicy mid-bodied red packed with dark berry fruit.

9 PIEDMONTE,	CRIANZA	COUPAGE £19.95
 Spain

An impressively complex mid-bodied red with plenty of grip on the palate.

10 FINCA	DE	ORO,	RIOJA £16.95
 Spain

A surprisingly refined and complex mid bodied red, showing dark fruit, spice and oak aromas.

11  NAUTA	MONASTRELL,	CRIANZA	RIOJA £18.95
 Spain

A big and fleshy red wine that reveals prune and spice aromas.

12  CVNE,	CRIANZA	RIOJA £16.95
 Spain

Complex and elegant on the palate with fine tannins and a good length.

13 CVNE	GRAN	RESERVA	RIOJA £26.95
 Spain

Complex and elegant on the palate with fine tannins and a good length

14 HAHN	ESTATE,	CABERNET	SAUVIGNON £23.95
 California

A stylish red wine that has real complexity: cassis, oak and spice notes are all present.

15 AVANT	GARDE,	PINOT	NOIR £27.95
 California

A fine, elegant, mid-bodied wine that has wonderful red fruit aromas.
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Red Wine ConTinued...

16 CYCLES	GLADIATOR,	PINOT	NOIR	 £17.95
 California

A youthful blast of raspberry and red cherry fruit defines this lightish-bodied red wine.

17	 CYCLES	GLADIATOR,	MERLOT	 £17.95
 California

This is a mid-bodied red that has a good intensity of dark jammy fruit.

18 CYCLES	GLADIATOR,	ZINFANDEL	 £18.95
 California

This is a mid-bodied red that has a good intensity of dark jammy fruit.

19 TRAPICHE	MENDOZA,	MALBEC	 £24.95
 Argentina

A chunky aroma of damsons and oak. Full-bodied and succulent in the mouth. Long and complex on the finish.

20 BONE	ORCHARD,	MALBEC	 £15.95
 Argentina

A mid-bodied red with soft tannins and a lovely youthful jammy dark berry aroma.

21 LAS	ONDAS,	CABERNET	SAUVIGNON	 £16.95
 Chile

Ripe black fruits and oak make up the aroma of this mid-bodied red wine.

22 WAIPARA	HILLS,	PINOT	NOIR	 £24.95
 New	Zealand

A good intensity of red berry fruit with a smooth mid-light bodied palate.

23 ESK	VALLEY,	CABERNET	MERLOT	MALBEC	 £19.95
	 New	Zealand

A wonderfully complex and balanced red wine.

24 HANCOCK	&	HANCOCK,	SHIRAZ	GRENACHE	 £22.95
 Australia

A massively intense and complex red wine that is full-bodied and robustly tannic.

25 BELLINGHAM,	PINOTAGE	 £18.95
 South Africa

A wine with an intense bramble berry aroma, complemented by a full, soft, round palate.

26 FLAGSTONE	LONGITUDE	DRY	RED PINOTAGE	PINOT	NOIR	CABERNET	SAUVIGNON £15.95
 South Africa

Luscious red fruits with hints of spice and chocolate. Smooth and silky.
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WhiTe Wine

27 MOREAU	&	FILS,	CHABLIS £27.95
 France

Steely and dry with a hint of green in the colour. Like all fine Chablis, the fruit is balanced by crisp acidity.

28 CUVÉE	THÉTIS,	PICPOUL	DE	PINET £16.95
 France

A dry and light-bodied white wine that has a good balance of fruit and freshness.

29 CHAI	DE	BORDES	BORDEAUX	BLANC,	SEMILLON	SAUVIGNON £17.95
 France

A crisp and dry white wine with smoky mineral notes in addition to the citrussy fruit.

30 JEAN-REMY	HAEFFELIN,	GEWURZTRAMINER £17.95
 France

Exotic and floral aromas are followed by a ripe roundness on the palate.

31 JEAN-REMY	HAEFFELIN,	PINOT	BLANC £15.95
 France

A light, fresh, dry white wine with green apple aromas and peach and yellow plum fruit flavours.

32 MEZZACORONA	TRENTINO,	PINOT	GRIGIO £18.95
 Italy

A crisp fruity white wine with a delightful full and ripe aroma.

33	 LA	PIUMA,	PECORINO £15.95
 Italy

A dry white wine that has a lovely youthful aromatic nose: delicious.

34 VERDICCHIO	DEI	CASTELLI	JESI	PIERSANTI,	 £15.95
 Italy

A youthful, light and fresh white wine that is dry and zingy on the palate.

35 MARQUÉS	DE	ALFAMEN,	CHARDONNAY	MACABEO		 £16.95
 Spain

Fresh, light white with lots of juicy melon and pineapple fruit.

36 JOAQUIN	REBOLLEDO	GODELLO £23.95
 Spain

Rich and ripe aromas of melon and greengage are followed by a dry but succulent palate.

37	 LOS	NAVALES	RUEDA	VERDEJO £15.95
 Spain

Fragrant aromas of lime, honeysuckle and herbs with a fresh, vibrant palate full of citrus fruits.

38 JOHANNES	EGBERTS	LIEBFRAUMILCH £15.95
	 Germany

A light, mellow wine with a simple fragrant bouquet.

39 PETER	&	PETER,	RIESLING £16.95
 Germany

Pure, youthful and citrussy on the nose with a refreshing palate that is just off-dry.

40	 JACK	&	GINA,	CHARDONNAY £15.95
 California

Medium-bodied white with ripe melon fruit and a creamy finish.
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41 LAS	ONDAS,	SAUVIGNON	BLANC £15.95
 Chile

A fresh, clean and spritzy dry white wine with no shortage of lively fruit.

42 LAS	ONDAS	RESERVA,	VIOGNIER £17.95
 Chile

A delicate and scented Viognier that is dry, mid-bodied and crisp on the palate.

43 CLOUD	ISLAND,	SAUVIGNON	BLANC £17.95
	 New	Zealand

Fresh and Juicy with tropical fruit flavours and zingy acidity.

44 BOX	OF	BUDGIES,	SAUVIGNON	BLANC £15.95
 New Zealand

A youthful aroma of fruit and herbs is followed by a palate that is light and lively.

45 ROBERT	OATLEY	SIGNATURE,	CHARDONNAY £22.95
 Australia

A modern take on Australian Chardonnay that is all about purity, elegance and restrained ripeness.

46 FLAGSTONE	NOON	GUN	DRY	WHITE,	CHENIN	BLANC	SAUVIGNON	BLANC	VIOGNIER £15.95
 South Africa

Guava and citrus notes combine with a smooth, creamy palate.



Rose Wine

47 DOMAINE	DES	MARTYRS,	GRENACHE	CINSAULT £16.95 
 France

A classic French rosé, bone dry and light-bodied with delicate red fruit.

48 LYRIC,	PINOT	GRIGIO	BLUSH £16.95 
 Italy

A light and delicate pink Pinot Grigio that is off-dry on the palate.

49 MEDIEVO,	RIOJA	ROSADA £17.95
 Spain

Pale rose colour with floral summer fruits aromas. Dry with plenty of refreshing acidity.

50 JACK	&	GINA,	ZINFANDEL	ROSÉ £15.95
 California

Medium-sweet with delicious red fruit flavours and plenty of lively acidity.

desseRT Wine

51 LAFLEUR	MALLET,	SAUTERNES £16.95 
 France

A textbook example of elegant Sauternes, the sweetness perfectly balanced by the acidity.
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52 PONTE,	PROSECCO £21.95
 Italy

Clean, dry and crisp, with a creamy finish.

53 PONTE,	PROSECCO	AURORA	ROSÉ £21.95
 Italy

Cherry pink in colour with a decent amount of sparkle, this is a light and off-dry sparkling rosé.

54 FREIXENET	ICE,	CAVA £21.95
 Spain

Made from a blend of the traditionally used Cava grapes Macabeo and Xarel.

55 VAREJ	MOSCATO,	ASTI	5% £15.95
 Italy

A delicately spritzy, medium-sweet white wine that has lovely floral aromas.

Champagne

56 MOËT	&	CHANDON	NV	IMPERIAL,	BRUT £48.95
 France

This Champagne has a slight appley, yeasty nose and long, rich flavours of biscuity, toasty fruit.

57 TAITTINGER	A	REIMS,	BRUT £41.95
 France

Toasty and biscuity on the nose with a good weight of fruit in the mouth.

58 TAITTINGER	PRESTIGE	ROSÉ,	BRUT £47.95
 France

Palish pink in colour with a powerful mousse. Good fruit on the palate.

59 TAITTINGER	NOCTURNE	SEC £41.95
 France

A smooth and rounded Champagne that also has classic toast and butter aromas.
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Red Wine	 175ml		 250ml

5 MEZZACORONA	TRENTINO,	MERLOT £5.25 £6.85
Italy
Scented on the nose, with plenty of black fruit in evidence 
Mid-bodied and fruity with soft approachable tannins.

8 MARQUÉS	DE	ALFAMEN,		 £4.75 £6.15
 GARNACHA	SHIRAZ

Spain
Juicy mid-bodied red packed with dark berry fruit.

10	 FINCA	DE	ORO,	RIOJA £4.75 £6.15
Spain
A surprisingly refined and complex mid bodied red, showing 
dark fruit, spice and oak aromas.

17 CYCLES	GLADIATOR,	PINOT	NOIR £5.00 £6.50
California
 A youthful blast of raspberry and red cherry fruit defines this 
lightish-bodied red wine.

19 BONE	ORCHARD,	MALBEC £4.50 £6.50
Argentina
 A mid-bodied red with soft tannins and a lovely youthful 
jammy dark berry aroma.

20 LAS	ONDAS,	CABERNET	SAUVIGNON	 £4.75 £6.15
Argentina
 Ripe black fruits and oak make up the aroma of this 
mid-bodied red wine.

WhiTe Wine 175ml		 250ml

32 MEZZACORONA	TRENTINO,		 £5.25 £6.85
	 PINOT	GRIGIO

Italy
 A crisp fruity white wine with a delightful full and ripe aroma.

35 MARQUÉS	DE	ALFAMEN,	 £4.75 £6.15
	 CHARDONNAY	MACABEO

Spain
 Fresh, light white with lots of juicy melon and pineapple fruit.

40 JACK	&	GINA,	CHARDONNAY	 £4.50 £5.85
California
 Medium-bodied white with ripe melon fruit and a creamy 
finish.

41 LAS	ONDAS,	SAUVIGNON	BLANC £4.50 £5.85
Chile
 A fresh, clean and spritzy dry white wine with no shortage of 
lively fruit.

44 BOX	OF	BUDGIES,		 £4.50 £5.85
 SAUVIGNON	BLANC

New Zealand
 A youthful aroma of fruit and herbs is followed by a palate 
that is light and lively.
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also available by the bottle

Rose Wine 175ml		 250ml

48 LYRIC,	PINOT	GRIGIO	BLUSH  £4.75 £6.15
Italy
 A light and delicate pink Pinot Grigio that is off-dry on the 
palate.

50 JACK	&	GINA,	ZINFANDEL	ROSÉ £4.50 £5.85
California
 Medium-sweet with delicious red fruit flavours and plenty of 
lively acidity.

spaRkling Wine 175ml  

52 PONTE,	PROSECCO £6.95
Italy
Clean, dry and crisp, with a creamy finish.


